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Abstract. We give a simple ODE for the conformai circles on a conformai

manifold, which gives the curves together with a family of preferred parametriza-

tions. These parametrizations endow each conformai circle with a projective

structure. The equation splits into two pieces, one of which gives the conformai

circles independent of any parameterization, and another which can be applied

to any curve to generate explicitly the projective structure which it inherits from

the ambient conformai structure [1].

We discuss briefly the use of conformai circles to give preferred coordinates

and metrics in the neighborhood of a point, and sketch the relationship with

twistor theory in the case of dimension four.

1. Introduction

On a Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) manifold, one has a distinguished

family of curves, the geodesies, with a unique geodesic issuing from any point

with any specified velocity. On a conformai manifold there is also a distin-

guished family of curves, the conformai circles (also called conformai geodesies)

[5], which are given by a third-order equation; and so there is a conformai circle

through each point with a specified velocity and acceleration.

It is a result of Cartan [1] that any smooth curve in a conformai manifold (in

the pseudo-Riemannian case it must have the property that its tangent vector

is nowhere null) has a natural family of parametrizations with freedom PSL

(2, R). One usually constructs this family by means of the Cartan conformai

connection.

In other treatments of conformai circles, they are either derived from the Car-

tan conformai connection or they are given directly by an ODE with no regard

to the preferred parametrizations. In this note we give an ODE which gives the

conformai circles directly with their preferred parametrizations. This equation

may be split into two equations, one of which is parameterization invariant, and
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the other can be applied to any curve to give its preferred parametrizations. This

gives an elementary and direct proof of Cartan's result as mentioned above.

One consequence of the preferred parametrizations is that given a point to-

gether with the 1-jet at that point of a metric in the conformai class, one can

use a construction like that for Riemann normal coordinates to construct a

preferred coordinate system in a neighborhood of the point.

We also give a brief discussion of the conformally flat case and sketch the

relationship with twistor theory.

2. Assumptions and conventions

We will state a few assumptions here which we will make throughout in order

to save repetition. The most important of these is that all considerations in this

paper are local.

Our manifolds are smooth and come equipped with a Riemannian or pseudo-

Riemannian conformai structure—that is an equivalence class of metrics related

by conformai transformations

By a curve we mean a smooth one-dimensional submanifold, with the restric-

tion that in the pseudo-Riemannian case its tangent is nowhere null.

Our conventions for curvature are that given a nondegenerate metric gab,

Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian, on an «-dimensional manifold M, we

write Va for the unique torsion-free metric connection. The Riemann cur-

vature is defined by 2V.Vb]V   = Rabc Ve  (where the brackets denote anti-

symmetrization), and the Ricci tensor is defined by Rac = Rabc  .

Under change of metric according to equation (1), the associated metric con-

nection transforms according to

(2) vavb = vavb + ravh -varh + rcvcôba

where, throughout this paper,

We define the curvature tensor

t=q 'vn.

P     =- ( R     - —-T-rRg„hah     n-2\   ah     2(« - 1     Sab

where Z? = Raa is the scalar curvature, and « is the dimension of the manifold.

Under conformai transformation,

i ~-2
(3) ^^-^n + TJ^-iTs, ab

where, here and hereafter, we write T   for r1^ , U ■ A for gabUaA  , etc.
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Our approach throughout is to work with the metric connection of some

chosen metric in the conformai class and to check that our equations are inde-

pendent of that choice as necessary.

THE CONFORMAL CIRCLE EQUATION

We will begin by defining conformai circles as solutions of an ODE. We will

consider the equivalence of this to other definitions later. A derivation of this

equation from the local twistor [4] form of the Cartan conformai connection

will be given in a forthcoming paper.

Let M be a conformai manifold, Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian, and

let y be a curve in M, parametrized by a variable /. Thus, y is a smooth

one-dimensional submanifold equipped with a smooth function i:y-»R. Let

IIa be the velocity vector of the curve, so that UaV J = 1, and let A be

the acceleration vector A = UaVaU . We note that A is not conformally

invariant, but from equation (2),

(4) Ab = Ab-U2Tb+ 2(UcTc)Ub.

Definition 3.1. A curve y is a conformai circle if it satisfies

(5) UaVAb = ^tÄAb -—,Ub + U2UaPb - 2P,UcUdUb.
a JJ2 2U2 a cd

We recall here our convention that in case M is pseudo-Riemannian we con-

sider only curves with non-null tangent. It can be verified directly using (2), (3),

(4) that the equation is conformally invariant.

In the following lemma the conformai circle equation is split into two separate

conformally invariant equations. The proof is trivial.

Lemma 3.2. The conformai circle equation is equivalent to the pair of equations

(6) ^^V = ^-y-^i/Vflé

(7) ^(V^i = nr^iA] + u2ifpcV)uaY

The following proposition provides an alternative, somewhat more geometric,

definition of conformai circles. *

Proposition 3.3. A curve is a conformai circle if and only if there exists a metric

in the conformai class such that the curve is an affinely parametrized geodesic

and UaPab = 0.

Proof. If y is such a curve, then we have A = 0 in the metric assumed in the

proposition and the conformai circle equation is clearly obeyed.  Conversely,

* The origin of this definition is not clear, it was known to R. Penrose some years ago, but he

believes he found it in the literature. See also [2].
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suppose we are given a curve satisfying the conformai circle equation. We can

always choose a metric locally so that the curve is an affinely parametrized

geodesic. Reference to the conformai circle equation in the form given by

Lemma 3.2 then gives us that UaUbPab = 0 = UcPc[bUa]. This implies UaPab =

0 in such a metric, which completes the proof. The geometric relationship

of this definition to Cartan's conformai connection will be made clear in a

forthcoming paper by the authors.

One might ask, given the comparative rarity of conformally invariant objects,

whether the conformai circle equation is the only third-order equation for a

curve naturally definable on a conformai manifold. The answer is that there is

at least the freedom to use the conformally invariant vector

Ke = gecUaUb(cjAd-2u\Pa]b)

where Cabc is the Weyl tensor, in the equation whenever M is not conformally

flat.

Further, one might ask whether the conformai circle equation (5) arises from

a variational principle. Since it is third order, it cannot directly arise from a

nondegenerate Lagrangian. However, there is a natural Lagrangian

L = 4-2(U\A)2 +2PbUaUb
u2        u4 ab

which transforms under conformai rescaling according to

L = L-2UaVa(U-T).

One can thus ask for parametrized curves with specified ends, and given veloci-

ties at those ends, which make the integral of L along the curve extremal. This

leads to a forth-order conformally invariant ODE, but conformai circles obey

this if and only if the invariant vector Ke vanishes, as it does in the conformally

flat case.

4. Reparametrizations

A reparametrization of y with a new variable s = g(t) is accompanied by

the replacement Ua *-+ Va = (g')~XUa. If one then calculates the resulting

change in A  , etc. it is easy to see that equation (7) is invariant.

If we now set

/= UbUaVaAb - 3(t/'^)2 + ^ + U2UaUbPab

so that / = 0 is equation (6), we discover that under reparametrization

f"f=(g)   f+U  [(g)    g   -\(g)    (g .

Since / = 0 is an ordinary differential equation, we can always locally reparam-

etrize any curve so that it satisfies equation (6); the freedom in so doing is the
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solutions of
/    '\~5    '"       3/    '\~6/   "\2       r\(g)    g    -j{g)    (g )   =o.

This is the Schwarzian differential equation, which has as its solutions

,<tfïS±»        where («    »)eSL<2,R,.

We have thus proved:

Proposition 4.1. ^4«y curve in a conformai manifold with a tangent vector of

nowhere zero length has (at least locally) a conformally invariant preferred family

of parametrizations, with the freedom o/PSL(2,R), the projective group of the

line.

This gives an elementary and explicit proof of Cartan's observation [1] that a

curve in a conformai manifold inherits a natural projective structure. We shall

call such preferred parametrizations projective.

To return to conformai circles, we have proved the following:

Proposition 4.2. A curve y can be reparametrized to obey the conformai circle

equation (5) if and only if it obeys equation (1).

The usual equation for conformai circles [5] is (translated into our conven-

tions),
UcVcAb = -A2Ub + UcPb - UcUdPcdUb.

It is easy to check that this is equivalent to equation (7) together with the re-

quirement that the curve is parametrized by arc length in the metric in which

one is working. This does not seem to be the most geometric choice of param-

etrization.

Since the defining equation is third order, there is a unique projectively

parametrized conformai circle through a given point with given initial veloc-

ity and acceleration. Thus, the space of projectively parametrized conformai

circles is 3« dimensional, and the space of unparametrized conformai circles

is 3« - 3 dimensional.

5.  CONFORMAL COORDINATES

As we pointed out above, the acceleration of a conformai circle is not confor-

mally invariant; it is well defined, however, if one makes a choice of metric in

the conformai class. In fact, all one needs to define the acceleration at a point

is a 1-jet of a metric at that point.

Given any point p g M and a choice of a 1-jet of a metric in the conformai

class, we can single out a special set of projectively parametrized conformai

circles through p , namely those with unit length velocity and zero acceleration

at p. We can then use these in exactly the same way as we do the geodesies

in the construction of Riemann normal coordinates to construct a preferred

coordinate system in a neighborhood of p . We will call them conformai circle
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coordinates. These coordinates have been used in general relativity theory by

Friedrich and Schmidt [2].

Preferred coordinate systems depending only on a metric 1-jet at a point have

also been constructed by Graham [3]; the relationship between his construction

and ours remains obscure, but the conformai circle coordinates do have the

advantage of existing in a neighborhood of the point, rather than just as a

power series at the point.

One might also consider using the special metric in the conformai class, de-

fined so that gabUaU = 1 , thus obtaining a preferred metric in a neighborhood

of p from knowing only a metric 1 -jet at p, but such metrics will not generally

be smooth at p .

6. Conformally flat space

The «-sphere with the usual round metric is conformally flat, and it is easy to

see that the conformai circles are just the 'round' circles (obtained by cutting the

sphere embedded in R"+ with any plane). Their projective parametrizations

are obtained by projecting from any point on the circle to the tangent line of

any other point. We can complexify this picture, to obtain the conformai circles

in the complexified «-sphere; these will be holomorphic curves satisfying the

complex version of equation (5).

In the special case « = 4, we can use the twistor construction (see e .g. [4])

to investigate the geometry further. Given a four-dimensional complex vector

space T, the Grassmannian Gr (2, T) of all two-dimensional subspaces of T,

has a natural conformai structure given by nontrivial intersection in T, which

is precisely that of the complexified 4-sphere CS .

Now let P be the projective space of T, so that CS can be identified with

the space of projective lines in P. Any ruled surface in P gives a one-parameter

family of lines in P, and hence a curve in CS . A particular family of ruled

surfaces is the nine-dimensional space of nondegenerate quadrics, ruled by their

generators; and these give precisely the (unparametrized) conformai circles in

CS4.

There is a general relationship between twistor theory and conformai circles,

which will be explained as part of a forthcoming paper of the authors on the

general theory of local twistors.
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